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To ensure this bright future, we extend support to individual 
entrepreneurs directly, channeling local startups to international 
trade shows, conferences and study tours. On an annual level, we 
provide assistance to more than 120 creative enterprises, arranging 
consultations regarding multifaceted issues, including intellectual 
property protection and brand building.

As an example, we recently arranged for seven tech startups, 
including Synetiq, Robophone, Gravitalent, Play.io, and opp.io, to exhibit 
at the Northside Festival for Music, Innovation and Film in Brooklyn, 
offering them a unique opportunity to explore the NYC tech scene 
and get to know the East Coast startup community. Design Terminal 
has also launched a six-month-long incubation program recently 
– and while at the moment that is aimed predominantly at creative 
ventures, we do have plans to extend its scope to tech as well, in the 
near future.
 
Besides our incubation activities, we also recognize the importance of 
improving the business environment the nation’s creatives inhabit, to 
ensure their success and allow all manner of synergies to arise. To 
this end, Design Terminal organizes and hosts more than 300 events 
a year, including a wide array of training programs, meetups and 
community building get-togethers.

what makes hungary a good place for innovative 
industries?
Budapest is thriving. With its booming nightlife and flourishing 
cultural milieu, it is a magnet for young talent. Remember, American 
counterculture, along with its center, San Francisco, were essential 
to the emergence of today’s Silicon Valley. The bohemian and diverse 
culture of Hungary’s capital is itself conducive to innovation – and 
there are so many other advantages. A relatively large, affordable pool 
of talent exists to recruit from: local universities offer world-class 
training in both engineering and design fields. In terms of premises 
and operations, the city offers both variety in real estate and ample 
infrastructure. Budapest – a colorful and prosperous metropolis, one 
of Europe’s most livable cities – can offer any remote team or new 
operation a comfortable and inspiring home.

do hungary’s schools produce an especially high number 
of engineers and programmers?
Yes. Approximately 8,000-10,000 well-educated engineers receive 
degrees from Hungarian universities each year, a considerable 
number, particularly taking into account the size of the country. The 
majority of this talent pool land jobs at large corporations; however, 
thanks to the alternatives and opportunities afforded by the emerging 
startup scene, many fresh graduates now also consider joining an 
independent enterprise, or even launching their own companies.

do you get the impression that a lot of global companies 
find hungary an attractive place to locate their r&d 
operations?
Most certainly. It is no coincidence that successful Budapest-born 
startups, such as Prezi, Ustream and LogMeIn, have decided to keep 
their product development here, even though they all have operations 
in the United States now. Their reasoning is that it is easier to find top-
notch engineering talent in Hungary, compared, for example, to San 
Francisco, not having to compete with the tech giants. Not to mention 
that local engineers cost less than half of what their counterparts do 
in California, or even in Berlin.

However, “affordable engineers” are not the strongest selling point, if we 
consider that, for example, labor in India is cheaper and the labor market 
far wider. In my opinion, Hungary can offer an additional, broader set of 
advantages. Budapest is a popular, welcoming city. I firmly believe that 
there is a need for frequent travel, or even occasional relocation for remote 
teams to work successfully in the long-term. Budapest is one of the most 
attractive and livable cities in Europe – and perhaps in the world – and I 
think if people from the far corners of the globe were acquainted with 
the Budapest lifestyle, many would happily opt to spend a few years in a 
“remote office” here. Geographical location is also key. Hungary’s proximity 
to the rest of Europe helps tackle the European market, which is maturing 
at a rapid pace, often the second largest market for many United States-
based startups. When it comes to time zones, its location is particularly 
convenient compared to other parts of the globe (with the exception of 
Central and South America), in terms of coordinating working hours with 
the United States. This may sound like a rather small advantage, but time 
zone differences are actually quite critical in day-to-day operations.

The topic raised in this question is one that Design Terminal wants to 
expand on in the future. In fact, we recently submitted a conceptually 
similar panel idea to SXSW 2015.

does hungary have a large number of homegrown startups? 
are there any software startups that you can mention as 
examples of successful, innovative firms?
There are a number of promising growth stage startups with their origins in 
Hungary. Companies such as Prezi, Ustream, LogMeIn, NNG (iGo), and IND 
(recently acquired by Mysis) have high valuations, a strong global market 
share, top class investors, and boast headquarters in San Francisco, Boston 
and other leading innovation hubs. Many members of the international tech 
community are still surprised to learn that these firms were founded in 
Hungary and retain operations here. Besides the startups cited, I’d also 
mention Balabit, focused on IT security; Tresorit, offering end-to-end 
encrypted and secure cloud storage; and Secret Sauce Partners, whose 
Fit Predictor for Apparel product offers purchases tailored to shoppers at 
e-commerce shops, using big data.

On the early stage side, we also have a growing number of startups. More 
than 200 teams are currently working on their new ventures full-time in 
Budapest alone. A growing number of these early stage teams are now 
getting accepted to prominent international accelerator programs, and 
after their 3-6 month incubation, they return home with a wide range of 
know-how, which, in turn, enriches the entire local tech scene. I’d point out 
Robophone – still at a very early stage, it is working on building a robot 
and iPhone app teaching the basics of programming to children; Synetiq, 
which aims to re-segment the neuro-marketing market with a proprietary 
crowdsourced solution; and CryptTalk, which offers encrypted mobile calls 
and communications.

is there anything else worth mentioning?
Plentiful resources, when it comes to product development talent, are 
indeed a valuable asset for Budapest and for Hungary. It is, however, vital 
to keep in mind that this talent is often paired with a lack of cutting edge 
marketing, sales and business development skills. Quite the opposite of 
what we are seeing in the United States, actually. Most of the success 
stories we have witnessed in the past years have involved international 
co-founders and a strong American presence from the very beginning. I 
am convinced that allowing early stage startups to experience the global 
market and the international startup scene will be crucial in fostering the 
future’s successful tech ventures.
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Design terminal is a state-funded agency with the mission of promoting 
hungarians in creative fields. along with performing startup incubator 
services, it generally helps young entrepreneurs with big ideas to promote 
themselves. we spoke to Gergely Böszörményi-nagy, director general of 
Design terminal, about his work and the innovation situation in hungary. 

what does design terminal do to encourage and 
support innovative companies in budapest, especially 
companies working in software? can you detail some 
successful projects that you have undertaken?
Design Terminal’s mission is to invigorate and diversify the 
Hungarian entrepreneurial scene, particularly the tech, urbanism, 
design, and fashion sectors. Our focus on the creative and innovative 
industries is motivated by the observation that the significance of 
groundbreaking ideas, innovative technologies and unique products, 
in terms of economic growth, is steadily rising. In 2003, creative 
industries contributed 2.3% to the gross domestic product of the 

European Union – by 2010, this had increased to 4.5%. In Hungary, 
the creative sector’s current contribution to GDP is 3.7%, with the 
industry expanding so fast that its exports are growing at twice the 
rate of overall economic growth. With targeted improvements to 
the underlying ecosystem, business environment and operations, 
we consider it realistic to see the industry’s contribution to GDP 
reaching 5%, its exports doubling and employment in the industry 
rising by 33% – all in the next decade. Design Terminal’s aim is 
to give the creative and innovative industries the boost they need 
to become a driving force behind the Hungarian economy and a 
defining factor of the nation’s cultural climate.


